FAQ’S about visiting your school with PEACE CULTURE MUSIC

How does PEACE CULTURE MUSIC prioritize safety when traveling
to different communities and sharing with large groups?
We’ve continued to visit schools carefully with no problems throughout
the pandemic by creating and following this protocol:
-Daniel is fully vaccinated and follows all CDC guidelines.
-All programs can be shared indoors or outdoors.
-Groups meet throughout the day in a large centralized space in your
school such as a arts and music or multi-purpose room, library,
auditorium.
-If requested Daniel will take a rapid covid test before visits.
What time do you get to the school to set up and how does that
work on a school day?
We generally aim to arrive as early as someone will be at the school in
the morning to bring in and set up the materials for a full day of
performance. There will be a contact person arranged that we will call
in the morning, who will show us parking and the best route to the
location to where the materials will be carried and staged. It helps us to
be as uninterrupted as possible because setting up requires a great
deal of precise focus.
How long does it take to set everything up?
Approximately one hour to set up for a large show and fifteen minutes to
reset between group performances. An hour to break everything down
and repack again for departure.
What do you bring to our school?
The complete PEACE CULTURE MUSIC collection consists of over one
hundred and fifty different rare instruments from unique cultures
throughout the world! The number and variety of instruments and
artifacts chosen to be shared at any given show varies greatly
depending on the venue and audience. Every show the audience
become participants in the band while Daniel shares a selection of
these instruments from six continents interactively.

